Graphene-based topological zero-line modes are localized chiral edge states at the domain wall between two regions with different topological properties. Current partition at intersection of multiple domain walls and current interfering in the networks of domain walls enable controlling of localized current in nanoscale. We study the Aharanov-Bohm interferometer in the absence of magnetic field, but the presence of pseudomagnetic field, which is induced by strain. Horizontally bending the graphene nanoribbon into circular arc induces nearly uniform pseudomagnetic field and transversal electric field, which change the relative phases of the zero-line modes in the two interferometer's arms. We studies the dependent between transmission rate to each export and the pseudomagnetic field. We also designed a triple interferometer that could completely switch the transmitting current from one export to the other.
I. INTRODUCTION
Graphene based nano-structures with localized conductive quantum states make the integrated electronic and spintronic feasible. Topological zero-line modes(ZLMs) are robust localized conductive states that appear at the topological domain walls [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . One type of ZLMs are hosted at the domain wall of monolayer graphene between two regions with opposite staggered sublattice potential [1, 5] . The staggered sublattice potential is induced by h-BN or SiC substrate [12] [13] [14] . At the intersection between four domain walls(ZLMs splitter in Fig. 1(a) ), the imported current from one of the domain wall is partitioned and exported into the two adjacent domain walls [10, [15] [16] [17] [18] . Because the inter-valley scattering is absent, all current at import and exports are carried by the ZLMs in the same band valley. For the third exporting domain walls, the ZLMs in the same band valley travels along inward direction, so that no currents is guided to this export. A network of ZLMs with one closed loop and two intersections along the loop form an interferometer, as shown in Fig. 1(b) . In the presence of magnetic flux through the closed loop, the AharanovBohm(AB) effect modifies the transmission rate between two external ports [19] . For the closed loop with size of nanometer scale, a magnetic field around one Tesla is required to induce more than one quantized magnetic flux.
In order to make the interferometer more feasible in integrated devices with smaller size, we proposed to replace the magnetic field by pseudomagnetic field that is induce by strain [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . The presence of strain in graphene change the bond length, which is equivalent to inducing a pseudomagnetic field. Bending a graphene nanoribbon * Corresponding author:luom28@mail.sysu.edu.cn horizontally into circle(as shown in Fig. 1 (c) and (d)) induces pseudomagnetic field that is nearly uniform [20] . In addition, scalar potential is induced due to dilatation. Because the graphene is gapped by the staggered sublattice potential, the scalar potential is not screened. The scalar potential change the dynamical phase of the two arms in the interferometer, so modifies the transmission rate. The transmission rates between any two ports of the interferometer were numerically calculated and discussed.
The transmission rate can be controlled by externally adding a scalar potential barrier to one of the two arms of the interferometer. The principle is similar to the MachZehnder interferometer. The presence of the potential barrier in one arm changes the dynamical phase but not the amplitude of the incident wave, so the transmission rate of the interferometer is changed. The sensitivity of the transmission rate to the potential barrier depends on the magnitude of the pseudomagnetic field. If the potential barrier is spin dependent [25] [26] [27] , the transmission rates become spin polarized.
The design of triple interferometer that consists of two interferometers in parallel enable the complete switching of the transmitting current from one export to the other. Because the strain as small as 1% could generate pseudomagnetic field as large as 10 T, the complete switching of incident current require small strain.
The article is organized as following: Section II described the system and theoretical model. Section III presents and discusses the numerical results of strain dependent transmission rate. Section IV describe the design of the triple interferometer. Section V is the conclusion. 
II. SYSTEM AND MODEL
We considered zigzag nanoribbon of monolayer graphene with staggered sublattice potential. The tight binding model gives the Hamiltonian as
where t ij is the hopping parameter between the nearest neighbor sites, ∆ i = ±∆ 0 if the i-th site belongs to A(B) sublattice, η i = ±1 if the i-th site belongs to the region with positive(negative) staggered sublattice potential. For graphene without strain, the hopping parameter is t 0 = −2.7 eV. We considered the systems with ∆ 0 = 0.11t 0 . In the presence of strain, the bond length between nearest neighbor sites is changed. The hopping parameter is modified as [22, 24] 
where β = 3.37, a c = 0.142 nm, d ij is the distance between the nearest neighbor sites i and j. V (r i ) is the scalar potential due to dilatation and external gated pads.
The spatial structures of the ZLM splitter and AB interferometer are shown in Fig. 1 . At the intersections of the splitters, the crossing angle between two importing domain walls is 2π/3. Connecting two ZLM splitters in series form an AB interferometer. The scattering regions that contain ZLM splitter or the AB interferometer are bent into circle; the domain walls that connect to the leads remain straight, as shown in Fig. 1 
(c) and (d).
Assuming that the axial length of the nanoribbon is not changed by the bending, the bending angle is θ = L x /R. In our numerical calculation, we used the parameters that L x = 23.61 nm in (a), and L x = 47.22 nm, L ′ x = 15.74 nm in (b); L y = 13.63 nm, and R ∈ [18.18, 18176] nm for both of the ZLM splitter and AB interferometer. The gated pad on the top arm of the AB interferometer are plotted as black rectangular in Fig. 1(b) and (d). If the gated pad contains ferromagnetic insulator with spin pumping effect, spin dependent scalar potential is induced at the graphene. The four leads that connect to the four external domain walls are plotted as yellow pads. The transmission rate T i,j with import from the i-th lead and export from the j-th lead is numerically calculated by non-equilibrium Green's function method [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] .
The pseudomagnetic field is determined by the bending angle. With small bending angle, the pseudomagnetic field is nearly uniform with strength B s ≈ Φ0 acR . In addition, the dilatation of the graphene induce significant scalar potential, which is given as V (r) ≈ V 0 y/R. The scalar potential is relaxed to zero at the unstrained region. The scalar potentials along the two arms are opposite, so that the dynamical phase difference are further modified. If the bending angle is large, the pseudomagnetic field become nonuniform, and the scalar potential has more complicated form. The exact formula of the pseudomagnetic field and scalar potential can be found in Ref [20] .
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS
The interfere pattern of the AB interferometer with pseudomagnetic field is different from that with real magnetic field. For the AB interferometer with real magnetic field, the partition ratio of each ZLM splitter, α, is independent of the magnetic field; the magnetic field is always uniform, so the AB phases of the two arms, φ, are the same; the scalar potential is absent, so the dynamical phases of the two arms, k l 0 , are the same. Adopting the transfer matrix method, the transmission rates are given as [19] 
and T 1,4 = 0, where k is the wave number of the ZLM along the patch and l 0 is the length of each arm. By contrast, for the AB interferometer with pseudomagnetic field, α are dependent on the bending angle; φ of the two arms are different because the pseudomagnetic field is nonuniform; k l 0 of the two arms are different due to the scalar potential. The transmission rates of a single ZLM splitter versus the pseudomagnetic field are plotted in Fig. 2 . If the scalar potential is neglected, the transmission rates smoothly change as the pseudomagnetic field increases. If the Fermi energy equate to zero, the transmission only change with small magnitude. If the Fermi energy equate to 0.1 eV, the transmission change significantly, as shown in Fig. 2(c) and (d) . This phenomenon can be explained by the mechanism of the current partition at the intersection. The current partition originates from the coupling of the incoming ZLM to the two adjacent outgoing ZLMs. With a given distance from the intersection, the coupling strength is determined by the lateral separations between the adjacent ZLMs. The two outgoing ZLMs have different angle from the incoming ZLM, thus have different lateral separations, so the transmission rates to the two outgoing ZLMs are different. In the presence of strain, the lateral separations is changed, so the coupling strength is modified. Thus, the transmission rates to the two outgoing ZLM are changed. For the ZLM with nonzero Fermi energy, the wave number along the ZLM, k l 0 , is non zero. Thus, the coupling between adjacent ZLMs occur in a shorter distance as k l 0 increases. As a result, the transmission rate is more sensitive to the change of lateral separations due to strain. If the scalar potential is considered, the transmission rates are slightly modified, when the pseudomagnetic field is smaller than a critical value. Once the pseudomagnetic field exceed the critical value, T 1,2 jumps to one. In this case, the scalar potential shifts the localized Fermi energy of the upper arms into the bulk band. The conductive channels of the bulk band induce large tunneling to the exporting ZLM, so the transmission rate of the forward propagating ZLM is nearly one. The transmission rate of the AB interferometer without external gate pads are plotted in Fig. 3 . If the scalar potential is neglected, the interfere patterns are trigonometric functions with varying magnitude. As comparison, the interfere patterns given by Eq. (3) and (4) are trigonometric functions with fixed magnitude. This difference is due to the dependence of α on the pseudomagnetic field. If the scalar potential is considered, the transmission rates are modified, as shown by the red dots in Fig. 3 . When the pseudomagnetic field is smaller than the critical value, the scalar potential increase the relative phase difference between the ZLMs of the two arms, so that the interfere patterns oscillate with higher frequency. This effect is negligible as the pseudomagnetic field remains small, and becomes more obvious as the pseudomagnetic field increases. When the pseudomagnetic field exceed the critical value, the interfere pattern become very complication, because the bulk states interfere with the exporting ZLMs.
In the presence of external gated pad on the top arm, the interfere pattern is further modified by the scalar potential of the gated pad. Assuming the scalar potential of the gate pad is +(−)30 meV for spin up(down) component, the sensitivity of the transmission rates are plotted in Fig. 4 . The sensitivity of the transmission rates, ∆T i,j is defined as the difference between the transmission rate of spin up and down component. If the Fermi energy is zero, the sensitivity is nearly zero at vanishing pseudomagnetic field, and oscillate with fixed magnitude as the pseudomagnetic field increases. If the Fermi energy is nonzero, the sensitivity is finite at vanishing pseudomagnetic field, and oscillate with increasing magnitude as the pseudomagnetic field increases. For both cases, the in- terfere pattern of the sensitivity becomes complicated as the pseudomagnetic field exceed the critical value. This numerical result could be a guide to fine the optimized pseudomagnetic field with maximum sensitivity.
IV. TRIPLE INTERFEROMETER AS CURRENT SWITCH
Although the AB interferometer induces interfere pattern of the transmission rates, the nano-structure does not completely switch the current from one export to another. More precisely, T 1,3 could equate to zero as the phase factor in Eq. (4) satisfy (φ + k l 0 )/2 = π(1/2 + N ) with N being integer, but T 1,2 could never equate to zero as shown in Eq. (3). We designed the triple interferometer in Fig. 5 , which consists of two AB interferometer in parallel. The triple interferometer can completely switch the current from one export to the other by changing the pseudomagnetic field. The structure parameters are shown in Fig. 5(a) , with L x = 7.87 nm and L y = 13.63 nm. The transmission rates versus real magnetic field or pseudomagnetic field are both calculated for comparison.
In the presence of uniform real magnetic field, the transmission rates to each export can be deduced by applying the scattering matrix method. In the network of ZLMs in Fig. 5(a) , the length of each domain wall are marked as l i . Path integral of the vector potential along each domain wall is marked as φ i . It is convenient to denote the round-trip phase of the upper and lower loops as Φ 1 = k l 1 + k l 2 + φ 1 − φ 2 , and the round-trip phase of the middle loop as Φ 2 = 2k l 2 + 2k l 3 − 2φ 2 − 2φ 3 . The transmission amplitudes to the exports are given as
The transmission rates are T 1,2 = |t 1,2 | 2 and
The transmission rates are plotted as black(solid) lines in Fig. 6 . The resonant peak of T 1,2 consists of a wide peak and a sharp dip, as shown in Fig. 6(a) and (c). The inserts in Fig 6(a) and (c) show that the sharp dip has asymmetric line shape, which signal a Fano resonance. The peak with T 1,2 = 1 is determined by the condition Φ 1 = π(1 + 2N ) with N being integer. The sharp dip with T 1,2 = 0 is determined by the condition cos(Φ 2 ) + α cos(Φ 1 ) = 0. The sharp dip is due to the interfere between the two tunneling processes, the nearresonant tunneling through the upper and lower loops with round-trip phases Φ 1 and the off-resonant tunneling through the middle loop with round-trip phase Φ 2 . Another condition to have total backward transmission (T 1,2 = 0) is Φ 2 = π(1 + 2N ).
In the presence of pseudomagnetic field, the transmission rates are numerical calculated and plotted as blue dots in Fig. 6 . The transmission rates are different from Eq. (5) and (6) due to three reasons: (i) The pseudomagnetic field is not exactly uniform, so that φ i are different; (ii) The strain change the scalar potential and length of each domain wall, so that the dynamical phase k l i are different; (iii) The current partition ratio of the ZLM splitter α is dependent on the pseudomagnetic field. With energy ε = 0, the resonant peak with T 1,2 = 1 is slightly different from the peak given by Eq. (5), as shown in Fig. 6(a) . The sharp dip due to Fano resonance vanishes. With energy ε = 0, the resonant peak with T 1,2 = 1 is significantly different from the peak given by Eq. (5), as shown in Fig. 6(c) , because the dynamical phase is more relevant. With certain combination Transmission rate versus pseudomagnetic field Bs(blue dots) or magnetic field B(black solid lines) of the interferometer in Fig. 5(a) . The Fermi energy level in (a,b) is 0 eV, and that in (c,d) is 0.1 eV.
of energy and pseudomagnetic field, the backward transmission rate T 1,3 equates to one, as shown in Fig. 6(b) and (d). Thus, the triple interferometer can completely switch the transmitting current from one export to the other. The largest pseudomagnetic field being considered in Fig. 6 is 6 T, which corresponds to bending angle as 4.80
• and maximum stretch of bond length as 2%. As a result, the bending of the nanoribbon is not as exaggerated as that in Fig. 5(b) .
V. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, quantum interferometers based on network of ZLMs and pseudomagnetic field are theoretically studied. In addition to inducing nearly uniform pseudomagnetic field, the horizontal strain induces scalar potential, and modifies the current partition ratio of ZLM splitter. As a result, comparing to the interferometer with real uniform magnetic field, the interferometer with pseudomagnetic field has more complicated interfere pattern. The benefit of designing the interferometer with pseudomagnetic field is that large pseudomagnetic field can be obtained by small strain. Interferometers with gated pad and triple interferometers are further designed to controlled the transmission of current. These designs could be implemented experimentally and be developed into practical nano-electronic devices.
